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Abstract—The term near or weak blocks describes Bitcoin blocks whose PoW does not meet the required target difficulty to be considered valid under the regular consensus rules of the protocol. Near blocks are generally associated with protocol improvement proposals striving towards shorter transaction confirmation times. Existing proposals assume miners will act rationally based solely on intrinsic incentives arising from the adoption of these changes, such as earlier detection of blockchain forks. In this paper we present Flux, a protocol extension for proof-of-work blockchains that leverages on near blocks, a new block reward distribution mechanism, and an improved branch selection policy to incentivize honest participation of miners. Our protocol reduces mining variance, improves the responsiveness of the underlying blockchain in terms of transaction processing, and can be deployed without conflicting modifications to the underlying base protocol as a velvet fork. We perform an initial analysis of selfish mining which suggests Flux not only provides security guarantees similar to pure Nakamoto consensus, but potentially renders selfish mining strategies less profitable.

I. INTRODUCTION

Attempting to deploy consensus rule changes in cryptocurrencies is often a controversial topic as it can introduce the possibility of permanent fork in the underlying blockchains. Hence, many of the parametrizations that characterize a cryptocurrency, such as the targeted block interval, total number of currency units, or maximum permissible block size, are considered to be virtually unchangeable in practice. However, a recently proposed protocol upgrade mechanism in Kiayias et al. [25], referred to as a velvet fork, is aimed at avoiding the possibility of permanent blockchain forks by rendering protocol changes only conditionally applying. That is, the changed rules of the protocol upgrade are not enforced by consensus participants through discarding legacy blocks, but are instead only selectively applied to blocks that are fully valid under the new protocol rules, while still also accepting all other legacy blocks as valid. Such an approach requires backward compatibility to be maintained and hence not all protocol changes can be deployed as a velvet fork [53]. Nevertheless, changes to some of the characteristic parametrizations of a cryptocurrency, such as the block interval, can still be rendered compatible with this new scheme.

In this paper we introduce Flux, a protocol extension for Bitcoin-like proof-of-work blockchains that builds upon the concept of velvet forks in order to reduce the targeted block interval. Conceptually, Flux is based on the structure of near (or weak) blocks and subchains [38], [39], the remuneration approach of the decentralized mining pool P2Pool [2] and technical aspects of merged mining [46], [9], [23]. The protocol extension is capable of reducing mining variance and allows miners to earlier detect conflicting blocks and forks. Furthermore, upgraded nodes can more quickly gain confidence that a transaction will be confirmed and included through the protocol’s extended transaction processing mechanism and branch selection policy.

An initial simulation-based analysis shows Flux not only provides similar security guarantees as Bitcoin, but is potentially capable of improving the robustness of the system to selfish mining attacks. Additionally, the concept of the Flux protocol extension can serve as basis for a framework for conflict-free deployment of protocol extensions, i.e., without necessitating potentially problematic soft or hard forks. Thereby, compatible protocol updates can be introduced in a conditional manner, i.e., as velvet forks, such that legacy and upgraded miners accept the same set of blocks [53], [25].

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II we provide the necessary background information on Bitcoin and proof-of-work blockchains, as well as on the principles of proof-of-work reusal, near blocks, P2Pool and merged mining. Section III provides a detailed description of the Flux protocol, while a security analysis is given in Section IV. We discuss applications and give an outlook on future work in Section V, and conclude our paper in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section we provide the necessary background information on Bitcoin and comparable proof-of-work blockchains, as well as the general notion of near blocks and subchains. To gain an overview of the principles surrounding decentralized ledgers we point the interested reader towards literature such as [31], [51], [12], [33].

A. Bitcoin and Proof-of-Work Blockchains

Bitcoin was introduced as the first decentralized digital currency in 2008 by the pseudonymous Satoshi Nakamoto [31]. At its core lies a distributed peer-to-peer network where each participating node maintains the current state of the system, defined by the historic transaction record, and communication is facilitated by a gossip protocol. Transactions are consolidated and grouped together in blocks which in turn are chained
together via the hashes of their predecessors, forming a data structure referred to as the blockchain.

The set of consensus participants is dynamically changing and unknown, and agreement on the current state of the system is achieved through a mechanism referred to as Nakamoto consensus [12]. Hereby, participants are required to solve computationally intensive cryptographic puzzles, i.e., perform a so-called Proof-of-Work (PoW), which establishes priced identities that both combat Sybil attacks [15] and also serves as a leader election mechanism for proposing state updates to the blockchain. The first consensus participant or miner to find a puzzle solution, such that it fulfills a pre-defined difficulty target, becomes leader and updates the state by appending a new block to the blockchain. The puzzle’s input has to contain a reference to a previous block which it wants to append to and can contain new (valid) transactions, such that modifications to this input would invalidate the puzzle solution. As remuneration for the invested computational effort, miners are awarded new units of the underlying cryptocurrency, as well as fees collected from processed and included transactions. Consensus is formed by introducing a protocol rule that leaders only append their solutions to the head of the, to them known, chain with the most cumulative PoW, where all blocks are considered valid. Under the assumption that a majority of consensus participants is acting economically rational by following these protocol rules, agreement on a common prefix of the blockchain is eventually reached [18].

B. Sustainability and Future Outlook of Proof-of-Work

Proof-of-work is a well-established concept in terms of providing security and immutability in blockchains, however its utilization is not without controversy. Although the resource-heavy computations required by PoW increase the cost of attacks, they result in significant power consumption and raise the question of long-term sustainability [6], [35]. Furthermore, while initially any participant could successfully participate in the mining process, rising competition resulted in the creation of pooled mining which in turn has led to centralization where computational resources are bundled under the control of only a few actors [20], [23], [19]. The introduction of ASICs, i.e., hardware specifically constructed for performing proof-of-work computations for (Bitcoin) mining [50], further amplified this development. As a result, the majority of computational power in Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies is concentrated in a small set of mining pools [10], [20], [23].

While efforts towards replacing the resource-intensive mining process have so far yielded various promising approaches [7], [26], [30], [54], their viability in practice is yet to be tested at a larger scale. Furthermore, due to the high degree of adoption of proof-of-work in various cryptocurrencies and the difficulties related to changing this consensus critical component, it can be assumed that PoW will remain an integral part of the overall cryptocurrency landscape in the foreseeable future.

C. Weak Blocks and Subchains

The general idea of reusing proof-of-work such that the computational effort invested may also serve to verify a separate computation was first introduced by Jakobsson and Juels under the term bread pudding protocols in 1999 [22]. The selected terminology points towards the main idea of the scheme: reuse computation by-products to minimize wasted resources. In the context of proof-of-work, this means to recycle unused or stale computations and utilize them as proof-of-work for other tasks.

The idea of weak blocks was initially proposed by TierNolan (pseudonym) in 2013 [38] and later extended in Rizun’s subchain concept [39]. Weak blocks represent otherwise valid blocks, which do not meet the target difficulty \(d\) of the underlying cryptocurrency but satisfy some lower difficulty \(d_{weak}\), i.e., \(d_{weak} < d\). Instead of being discarded, these blocks can be reused and exchanged between miners to potentially reduce transaction confirmation times.

Weak blocks form so-called subchains between consecutive full blocks by referencing the header of a preceding weak block in an additional pointer. As the difficulty target of weak blocks can, in principle, be chosen arbitrarily (only requirement is that \(d_{weak} < d\)), the interval between such blocks can be significantly lower than that of full blocks. This potentially allows faster (weak) transaction confirmations and can be of advantage for miners: by participating in building and validating subchains, miners can determine diverging blockchain branches, i.e., so-called forks, earlier. As a result, they face a lower risk of investing computational effort on a blockchain branch, which will be later discarded.

Despite having seen active discussion [3], [4], [41], [40], [29], [43], as of today there exists no implementation of the weak blocks concept. One possible explanation for the absence of development in this area is the lack of incentives for miners to participate in building subchains. The intrinsic rewards in form of earlier fork detection may be insufficient when put in contrast to the possible overhead for participating miners in terms of computation\(^2\), bandwidth and maintenance.

D. P2Pool

P2Pool [2] is a decentralized Bitcoin mining pool and was announced and launched in 2011. In contrast to conventional mining pools, P2Pool requires no operator to verify each miner’s contribution to the mining operation of the pool. Instead, a network of peer-to-peer miner nodes is created parallel to Bitcoin and the proof-of-work of mining pool shares is reused for verification of each miner’s contribution.

The key concept behind P2Pool is the so-called sharechain. The sharechain is also a blockchain, which runs in parallel to Bitcoin but maintains a significantly lower difficulty \(d_{share} < d_{BTC}\), targeting a block interval of 30 seconds. Sharechain blocks are structurally equivalent to Bitcoin blocks, however
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1Pseudonymous identities of consensus participants are established once they find and successfully broadcast a valid puzzle solution.

2Not proof-of-work, but verification of transactions and additional consensus rules.
they only meet a difficulty target of $d_{share}$ but not $d_{BTC}$, i.e., equate to shares submitted by miners to a mining pool.

Miners participating in P2Pool initially follow the normal mining process, as if solo mining. When building the block, a miner inserts her own payout address(es) in the outputs of the coinbase transaction and starts to search for solution candidates for the resulting PoW puzzle. However, in contrast to solo mining, P2Pool miners do not keep the complete block reward to themselves. Each time the miner finds a valid PoW solution where $d_{share} < d_{PoW} < d_{BTC}$, i.e., a valid share but not a full Bitcoin block, she publishes this block to the network of P2Pool miners. After the majority of the peers has verified that the block is valid, it is appended to the sharechain and all miners resume their search for the next Bitcoin block.

However, when building the preliminary block structure, miners now must include the payout address(es) of the previous sharechain block in the outputs of the coinbase transaction. Otherwise, P2Pool peers will discard the block as invalid and the respective miner will not be rewarded for the submitted share when a full block is found. Whenever any miner participating in the scheme finds a full Bitcoin block, she publishes it to the Bitcoin network. As a result, all miners who have submitted sharechain blocks during this round will receive a portion of the reward, directly distributed through the coinbase transaction of the block.

### E. Bitcoin-NG

Bitcoin-NG, introduced by Eyal et al. [16], is an extension of Bitcoin aiming at improving latency and bandwidth consumption, while maintaining similar security properties. The protocol distinguishes between normally mined key blocks and microblocks, which require no PoW. One of the main differences to Bitcoin, however, is that key blocks are solely used for the leader election process, while the transaction processing is shifted to micro blocks. Each time a node is able to provide a valid PoW solution matching the require difficulty target and hence generate a key block, she is identified as the new leader. Consequently, she is allowed to create and sign microblocks at will, until the next leader is elected. The rest of the network can check that the signature provided with micro blocks belongs to the current leader and hence accept the corresponding state updates.

To incentivise honest behavior, the block rewards and transaction fees are split in a 40:60 ratio between each two consecutive leaders. However, since leaders can decide on the transactions included in the chain during their ruling period, they can attempt censor transactions or to perform double spending attacks. To this end, Bitcoin-NG makes use of fraud proofs or so called poison transactions, which can be used to prove malicious behavior of a leader to the rest of the network (i.e., the following leaders) and as a result invalidate potential revenue gains of an attacker.

### III. THE FLUX PROTOCOL EXTENSION

In this section we provide a comprehensive overview of the Flux protocol and it’s differences to Bitcoin’s current implementation. Note that while we use Bitcoin as reference in the rest of this paper for simplification, Flux can in principle be implemented on top of any Bitcoin-like proof-of-work cryptocurrency, such as Bitcoin Cash [1], Litecoin [28], Namecoin [32] and Zcash [45]. Flux imposes no conflicting alteration to Bitcoin’s consensus mechanism, but instead acts as an optional protocol update, i.e., all modifications and additional rules described in the following sections can be deployed as a velvet fork [25], [53].

Following TierNolan’s concept of weak blocks [38], extended upon by Rizun [39], the core idea of Flux is to encourage miners to publish near miss PoW solutions as sub-blocks, forming so called sub-chains between each two consecutive Bitcoin blocks (c.f. Figure 1). For the sake of clarity, Bitcoin blocks in their current form are referred to as legacy blocks, while blocks matching the difficulty target $d_k = d$ in Flux are denoted as key blocks in the rest of this paper. Just like in a mining pool, the block rewards and transaction fees are distributed among miners according to their contribution to solving the PoW of each key block, measured by submitted sub-blocks. To allow quicker block intervals in sub-chains and reduce incentives for deliberate forks, we introduce the heaviest chain branch selection policy, by weighing key and sub-block differently, based on the difficulty relation $d_k/d_s$.

![Fig. 1. Simplified visualization of subchains (optionally) constructed from sub-blocks $s$ between consecutive key-blocks $K$.](Image 325x357 to 550x441)

#### A. Key Blocks

Key blocks are backward compatible to Bitcoin’s legacy blocks in terms of size, structure and functionality. The requirement for a hash based proof-of-work over the block header also remains the same. The required difficulty target $d_k$ is chosen such that a block is found approximately every 10 minutes and is adjusted according to the mining power present in the network every 2016 blocks. As legacy blocks, key blocks are responsible for consolidating the transactions defining the current state of the blockchain and distributing the block reward and transactions fees.

However, unlike in Bitcoin, each key block contains an additional reference to the previous sub-block in the blockchain. Furthermore, the distribution of the block reward and transactions fees are now part of the block validation process. In contrast to the current Bitcoin implementation, they no longer are paid solely to the miner of the key block. Instead, the

\[d_k/d_s\]

Can be stored using the OP_RETURN opcode in Bitcoin [8].
remuneration is split between the key block miner and the miners of sub-blocks included in the subchain between the current and the previous key block. The coinbase transaction of each key block hence must contain outputs transferring a part of the newly minted coins and earned fees to the respective sub-block miners. We describe the new reward distribution policy in more detail in Section III-E. Note that neither the additional block reference, nor the adjusted reward distribution mechanism affect the consensus rules of the underlying Bitcoin blockchain, i.e., legacy miners remain oblivious to these changes.

B. Sub-blocks

Sub-blocks represent otherwise valid key blocks, which do not meet difficulty target $d_k$ but some predefined lower target $d_s < d_k$ for the PoW and hence maintain a lower block interval. When trying to find a key block, miners iterate over billions of possible solutions until one is found that matches the difficulty requirements $d_s$ of a key block. Instead of discarding weak solutions, miners broadcast these “byproducts” if a predefined minimal difficulty target $d_s$ is met in form of sub-blocks, thereby publicly declaring on which key block they are currently mining on.

Sub-blocks are integrated into the Bitcoin blockchain by creating subchains between consecutive key blocks. Just like key blocks, sub-blocks contain an additional reference to the previous sub-block, the 256-bit hash of the previous sub-block header. If no sub-block is present, i.e., at the start of a subchain, the reference points to the previous key block.

The minimal difficulty target $d_s$ required for sub-blocks defines the interval at which the latter are generated by the network. A higher generation frequency of sub-blocks leads to a lower mining variance, quicker fork detection and better responsiveness to transactions. However, this comes at the cost of a higher accidental fork rate, lowering the security properties of sub-block confirmations. We note that the identification of optimal parameters requires detailed game theoretic analyses and will be subject of future work. Furthermore, alternative and more complex difficulty adjustment mechanisms, such as adjustment after every block or based on simulated annealing [52], may provide improved robustness against adversarial behavior.

C. Transaction Processing

Since the structure of key- and sub-blocks is the same as of legacy Bitcoin blocks, the current predefined maximum block size in Bitcoin applies to both. As such, each sub-block and specifically all sub-blocks in a subchain in total cannot contain more transactions than the succeeding key block.

Taking into account the high amount of pending Bitcoin transactions at peak times (ranging from a few thousand to 100,000+ at the time of writing [11]), the first sub-block in a subchain will very likely already contain all transactions of the subchain and the following key block respectively. As a result, in a naive implementation, succeeding sub-blocks would only serve as additional sub-confirmations to already included transactions.

However, some use cases may require not only fast transaction confirmations but also the ability to process and confirm multiple dependent transactions within the 10 minute block interval. This is already possible in Bitcoin by spending from an unconfirmed UTXO (e.g. used in “Child-pays-for-parent” (CPFP [49] transactions), but confirmations from sub-blocks may be able to provide stronger security guarantees.

Hence, we propose to allow miners to split transactions of sub-blocks into two sets: confirmed and unconfirmed. Confirmed transactions represent a small subset of all transactions initially included in the block and, once included in a sub-block, receive a sub-confirmation. The set of all sub-confirmed transactions in a subchain will receive a full confirmation through the next key block. In total, the number of such sub-confirmed transactions cannot exceed the bound set by the maximum size of a key block. A simplified visualization is provided in Figure 2.

As a result, clients can reference outputs of such confirmed transactions as input for transactions in subsequent sub-blocks. Ignored transactions on the other hand receive no confirmations, neither through sub- nor through key blocks, until they appear in the confirmed transaction set. Clearly, the risk of double spending still persists and high value transactions should be performed under recommended confirmation times. However, the higher interval of sub-blocks allows clients to select more fine grained confirmation thresholds before accepting a payment.

D. Mining

The mining process in Flux can be described as follows: If a miner finds a solution to Bitcoin’s PoW puzzle satisfying $d_k$, she creates a key block and broadcasts it to the network. However, upon finding a solution missing $d_k$ but satisfying the weaker target $d_s$ the miner now creates a sub-block. In order to claim remuneration, the miner must add a new output to the coinbase transaction, which moves a predefined portion of the revenue to his address. Thereby, a miner must differentiate between four cases as described in the following.

For simplification, we do not consider forks in this section and provide a separate discussion in Section III-F.
a) Start of a new subchain: If the mined block is the first sub-block in a new subchain, the reference to the previous sub-block must point to the key block the subchain is building on instead. To claim remuneration, the miner follows the same pattern as with Bitcoin legacy blocks: she adds an output to the coinbase transaction transferring fund to his address. However, she can only claim a part of the block reward and transaction fees, predefined by the reward distribution policy. The later is validated by all other Flux nodes, which will discard the sub-block in case of violations.

b) Sub-block in existing subchain: If the mined block is a sub-block and there already exists a subchain, the miner includes a reference to the previous sub-block. To claim rewards, the miner copies all existing outputs from the coinbase transaction of the previous block, thereby re-calculating the reward distribution. Only then can she append a new output transferring her share of the remuneration to a chosen address.

c) Key block found: In case the found block fulfills the requirements to become the next key block, the miner finalizes the subchain, if present. This is accomplished by referencing the last sub-block of the subchain and including all outputs from its coinbase transaction in the coinbase transaction of the key block. Similar to the previous case, the miner must re-calculate the reward distribution prior to adding her own address to the reward payouts.

d) Last block was a legacy block: In a scenario where not all miners have adopted Flux, it is possible that the previous \(N\) blocks do not adhere to the described new protocol rules. Hence, the miner will include a reference to the last key or sub-block adhering to Flux rules, creating a skip-list of new and legacy blocks. If the last block adhering to Flux rules was a key block, the miner follows the standard transaction processing mechanism as described in Section III-C. Otherwise, any remaining unconfirmed transaction in the pending subchain must be included in the next key or sub-block. Only then may the miner include new transactions from the mempool to fill up the remaining space in the block. This guarantees that once a transaction was included in a sub-block, it will be at some point included in a key block, except if the sub-block is pruned or a conflicting transaction has already been accepted into the chain earlier.

We note, however, that most transactions contained in the previous sub-block will have already been included in the following legacy blocks. A simplified visualization is provided in Figure 3.

Note that each miner, both of sub- and key blocks, can specify multiple payout addresses to receive the reward shares, i.e., split up the revenue among multiple receiving addresses, as long as the revenue distribution remains compliant with the rules described above.

E. Remuneration Model

Flux makes use of an alternative reward distribution model that can reduce the variance of mining, in particular for smaller miners or mining pools. Instead of the “the winner takes it all” approach implemented in most PoW blockchains, the block reward and transaction fees are distributed among all miners who have contributed to the latest key block, similar to the approach used by mining pools. Thereby, we make use of an approach initially introduced in P2Pool [2]: the hash rate of each miner is estimated using the number of sub-blocks submitted to the subchain\(^4\).

Hence, the expected revenue \(E[R_i]\) of a miner \(i\) can be calculated as follows:

\[
E[R_i] = E[R_k^i] + E[R_s^i] \tag{1}
\]

Thereby, \(E[R_k^i]\) is the expected key block revenue of miner \(i\), defined as

\[
E[R_k^i] = \lambda_k \cdot \frac{R_b}{E[s] + 1} = \frac{h_i}{d_k} \cdot \frac{R_b}{E[s] + 1} \tag{2}
\]

where \(E[s] = \frac{d_s}{d_k}\) is the expected number of sub-blocks per subchain, defined by the difficulty relation between key and sub-blocks, and \(R_b\) is the revenue generated by a Bitcoin block, i.e., block reward and transaction fees. The revenue a miner \(i\) expects to earn from submitting sub-blocks to a subchain can in turn be calculated as follows:

\[
E[R_s^i] = \lambda_s \cdot \frac{E[s_i] R_b}{E[s] + 1} = \frac{h_i}{d_k} \cdot \frac{E[s_i] R_b}{E[s] + 1} \tag{3}
\]

where \(E[s_i]\) represents the number of sub-blocks a miner \(i\) with hash rate \(h_i\) is expected to find in the time period \(t_k\) between two consecutive key blocks. This number can be calculated as

\[
E[s_i] = \lambda_s t_k = \frac{h_i d_k}{d_s H} \tag{4}
\]

where \(H\) denotes the combined hash rate of all miners in the network adhering to Flux protocol rules. By applying substitution rules to Equation 1 using Equations 2 and 3 we receive:

\[
E[R_i] = h_i R_b \left( \frac{1}{d_s + d_k} + \frac{h_i d_k}{H(d_s + d_k)} \right) \tag{5}
\]

\(^4\)In the terminology used to describe mining pools, each sub-block would represent a *share* submitted to the pool’s operator.
We note that transaction fees are only rewarded for transactions included in a key block. This is specifically relevant, in case a sub-chain is interrupted by one or more legacy blocks, since a subset of the transactions included in a sub-chain may be ceded to legacy miners (c.f. Figure 3).

The new reward distribution mechanism not only provides an incentive to publish sub-blocks, but also reduces the variance of participating miners, as if they were to join a mining pool. The higher the adoption of Flux, the lower the variance of income for upgraded miners over the same time frame.

We note, however, that each sub-block appended to a sub-chain reduces the reward attributed to miners of previous sub-blocks. As a result, miners having submitted sub-blocks to a sub-chain may have an incentive to prevent new sub-blocks from being included in the chain, e.g. by ceasing to forward or forking away sub-blocks. Alternatively, at some point miners may no longer see extending a subchain as profitable and decide to turn off their equipment/switch to an alternative PoW blockchain, until the next key block is found. While the new branch branch selection policy described in Section III-F helps mitigate deliberate forking of sub-blocks, a thorough game theoretic analysis is necessary to predict the behavior of economically rational participants. This, however, goes beyond the scope of this paper and will be subject for future work.

F. Mitigating Forks: Heaviest Chain Rule

If two or more different blocks are created at the same height, i.e., referencing the same preceding block, the blockchain is split into so called forks. Typically, this can happen if multiple miners find a block around the same time or a malicious miner attempts to cut off an existing block, i.e., purposely chooses not to reference the preceding block. As a result, miners will add blocks to any of the existing branches, causing the network to diverge into multiple states, until the conflict is resolved. Branches and blocks which were not accepted into the blockchain as result of such a fork are referred to as pruned.

In Bitcoin, accidental forks were measured to happen every 60 blocks on average. The underlying protocol prescribes that in the presence of multiple valid conflicting branches, miners must extend the chain which contains the most accumulated proof-of-work. Thereby, the required PoW difficulty per block is taken into account, rather than the actually performed work per block. Originally, ties were resolved by selecting the first branch the miner was aware of, however, to counteract the effectiveness of selfish mining branch selection for blocks at the same height is now performed randomly. Given the PoW difficulty in Bitcoin is constant every 2016 blocks, the above rule is reduced to the so called longest chain rule.

In Flux, sub-blocks are created at a higher frequency than key blocks, hence yielding the probability of accidental forks in subchains significantly higher than in the Bitcoin main chain. In addition, the different PoW thresholds of key and sub-blocks require an approach to handle forks consisting of different typed blocks. To this end, we propose to implement the heaviest chain rule in Flux, i.e., explicitly evaluate the accumulated PoW “weight” of a branch including both its key and sub-blocks. Thereby, the weight of each block is determined by its difficulty target, i.e., $d_k$ for key blocks and $d_s$ for sub-blocks. The resulting weight $w$ of a branch of $k$ key blocks is hence calculated as

$$w = \sum_{i=0}^{i=a}(d_k + \sum_{j=0}^{j=b} d_s)$$

where $s_i$ denotes the length of the subchain prepending a key block $i$. As a result, if a branch consisting of a single key block conflicts with a branch of sub-blocks accumulating a greater weight for the same height, i.e. $\sum d_s > d_k$, the key block will be discarded. The described modification to the branch selection policy potentially also provides improved robustness against selfish mining attacks, as discussed in Section IV.

Note, however, that to maintain full compatibility to the base protocol rules, Flux miners must differentiate between legacy and upgraded key and sub-blocks. As such, if a legacy block conflicts with a key block prepended by a subchain, the heaviest chain rule is not applied, i.e., the weight of the sub-blocks is not considered. Otherwise, Flux miners would constantly fork legacy blocks and at some point, namely at around 25% Flux adoption, a permanent split of the blockchain would occur.

IV. Security Analysis

In this section we evaluate the security properties of the Flux protocol and contrast these to the security guarantees provided by the current Bitcoin implementation.

A. Selfish Mining

Selfish mining attacks were shown to allow an adversary to increase their relative revenue by intentionally withholding blocks and secretly attempting to mine a chain that outperforms the one of the rest of the network. Thereby, the attacker will only occasionally reveal a selected number of blocks from her secret chain, depending on the concrete strategy, forcing honest miners to discard their progress and reorganize their view of the public blockchain. The success probability of such adversarial strategies depends on the fraction of computational power controlled by the attacker $\alpha$ and her network connectivity $\gamma$. The latter parameter defines the probability that the majority of honest miners will accept the attacker’s fork in case of a tie in terms of performed PoW.

$\alpha$-neither are aware of the existence of the other miner’s block.

$\gamma$-the exact number depends on the weight relation between key and sub-blocks.
I) Flux Specific Attacks: Since miners following the Flux protocol differentiate between key and sub-blocks and take into account the different PoW requirements, the notion of selfish mining attacks is slightly different, when compared to Bitcoin. As such, we identify the following three base attack strategies, defined by when the adversary starts mining on a secret chain:

- **Always**: As described for Bitcoin in previous research work, a straightforward approach is to perform attacks always, i.e., without requiring the occurrences of specific conditions. When following this strategy, an adversary will constantly attempt to override the public chain.

- **Key block triggered**: Taking into account the heaviest chain rule in Flux, an adversary may attempt to exploit the different weighing of key and sub-blocks. Since key blocks are attributed a significantly higher PoW weight, a viable strategy is to launch attacks only after finding a key block, while remaining honest otherwise.

- **Minimal revenue**: Attack only after having found the first $N$ sub-blocks in a (public) subchain, i.e., knowing that a minimal revenue is guaranteed, even if the attack should fail.

B. Double Spending

Double-spending spending attacks were one of the first studied security problems in proof-of-work blockchains [5], [42], [24], [37]. While the original Bitcoin client implementation identified transactions as confirmed only after they have received at least 6 confirmations, the time until acceptance of a transaction varies from merchant to merchant and is often dependent on the transferred value. As such, even zero-confirmation transactions are accepted for payments considered infeasible to double-spend.

Since sub-blocks require a lower PoW difficulty target than key blocks, the block interval in sub-chains is expected to be significantly lower than that of the main chain. As a consequence, instead of trusting transactions with zero confirmations participants can wait for the respective transaction to be included in a sub-block, as pointed out by Rizun [39]. While sub-block confirmations clearly provide lower security guarantees than normal block confirmations, performing a double-spending attack on such a transaction would require to explicitly fork the subchain. Mainly, however, subchains allow the definition of finer grained thresholds for security waiting periods in terms of PoW weight. As such, merchants can require $N$ sub-block confirmations for payments, instead of relying on zero-confirmation transactions for small payments. The transaction processing mechanism described in Section III-C hereby guarantees transactions confirmed in sub-blocks will eventually be accepted into the blockchain\(^9\) even if ignored/not seen by legacy miners.

C. Simulation Model

Sapirstein et al. [44], Nayak et al. [34] and Gervais et al. [21] performed detailed analyses of selfish mining strategies using Markov Decision Processes (MDP). Due to the complexity of our model, arising from the variable weighting of blocks and the new reward distribution policy, i.e., sub-blocks are not paid out instantly but must be tracked until the next key block is found on the main chain, we opted for a discrete event based simulation model for our initial analysis of selfish mining under the Flux protocol extension. Furthermore, since Markov Chains, which lie at the core of MDPs, are memory-less, each state is defined by a set of variables and depends only on the previous state and the transition between them. However, since key and sub-blocks are attributed different PoW weights in Flux, it is necessary to keep track of the entire blockchain when modeling the adversaries’ decision process. Specifically, if a MDP were to be used, it would not be possible to construct more complex strategies known to outperform standard selfish mining, such as stubborn mining [34], where an attacker inter alia can decide to reveal only a limited number of blocks instead of always publishing the entire secret chain. However, for the interested reader we provide an initial MDP model of Flux, simplified to cover standard selfish mining strategies only, i.e., the attacker will always publish her entire secret chain when overriding the public chain, in Appendix A.

Following the approach of previous research, we differentiate between two actors in our simulation model, namely an adversary with hash rate $\alpha$ and the rest of the network assumed to be honest with hash rate $\beta = 1 - \alpha$. However, honest miners are in turn split into two categories: legacy miners with hash rate $\epsilon$ and upgraded miners following Flux protocol rules with hash rate $\beta - \epsilon$. While honest miners always adhere to protocol rules, the adversary may choose to withhold blocks, attempting to create a secret chain, and to override the public chain when in lead.

Blocks are sampled randomly from exponential distributions with rate parameters defined by the hash rate portions of each actor and the difficulty relation between key and sub-blocks, assuming a constant PoW difficulty for the duration of the simulation. When defining the transition probabilities we must distinguish between key and sub-blocks, as these have different requirements in terms of PoW. We denote $\alpha_s = \alpha \cdot \frac{d_s}{d_k}$ as the probability of the attacker finding a sub-block and $\alpha_k = \alpha - \alpha_s$ as the probability of the attacker finding a key block. The probability that honest miners find a sub-block shall be defined as $\beta_s = (\beta - \epsilon) \cdot \frac{d_s}{d_k}$ and $\beta_k = \beta - \beta_s$ shall denote the probability of honest miners finding a key block. A summary is provided in Table IV-C. For simplicity, we set $d_s = 1$ and normalize $d_k$ based on the relation $d_s / d_k$: E.g., for $d_s / d_k = 0.1$ we receive $d_k = 10$.

D. Simulating Selfish Mining

We now continue to present the results sampled from our simulations. In a first step, for comparison purposes and to validate our simulator with results generated by MDPs in previous work, we simulate the original selfish mining strategy in Bitcoin without the Flux protocol extension. As depicted in Figure 4, the received results correspond with the observations made by Sapirshtein et al. in [44].

\(^9\)As long as no chain reorganization occurs.
the impact of the network connectivity is noticeably lower than with standard selfish mining. This is explained by the fact that the adversary performs much less attack attempts, namely only when she has the advantages of being a “heavy” key block ahead of the honest miners.

An exemplary comparison of the relative revenue generated by selfish mining in Bitcoin with \((1 = \beta + \alpha, \epsilon = 0)\) and without \((1 = \epsilon + \alpha)\) adoption of Flux protocol rules for \(\gamma = 0\) is provided in Table II.

### E. Simulating Stubborn Mining Strategies

Nayak et al. have previously shown selfish mining is outperformed by so called stubborn mining strategies, where the parameters of the adopt and override conditions, as well as the amount of blocks revealed from the secret chain are altered. Hence, to extend our evaluation of selfish mining under the protocol updates introduced by Flux, we simulate approximately 234,000 stubborn mining strategies with varying parametrization of the adversary’s decision process. As explained before, using a finite state MDP for stubborn mining under variable block weights is not feasible. Hence, due to the large problem space of this optimization problem, for an initial analysis in this paper we only simulate the effectiveness of stubborn mining strategies for attackers with 25%, 30% and 47.5% of the overall hash rate, assuming \(\mathbb{E}(s) = 10\), \(\epsilon = 0\) and \(\gamma = 0\).

In our simulation model, each stubborn mining strategy is defined by the attack trigger (\(a\)) (c.f. Section IV-A1), the adopt (\(ad\)) and override (\(o\)) conditions, as well as the published weight (\(p\)) from the secret chain when overriding the public chain. To correctly model the parameters of the attacker’s decision process, we must first introduce two new variables:

- **\(w_a\)** - Proof-of-work “weight” of the attacker’s secret chain, i.e., the sum of products of sub- and key-block PoW difficulties: \(w_a = \sum_{i=0}^{k_a} d_k + \sum_{i=0}^{s_a} d_s\), where \(k_a\) is the number of key blocks and \(s_a\) is the number of sub-blocks present in the attacker’s secret chain.
- **\(w_h\)** - Proof-of-work “weight” of the honest miner’s public chain. Analogous to the attacker’s chain, \(w_h = \sum_{i=0}^{k_h} d_k + \sum_{i=0}^{s_h} d_s\), where \(k_h\) is the number of key blocks and \(s_h\) is the number of sub-blocks present in the public chain.

The attack strategy parameters are hence defined as follows:

- **Adopt condition (\(ad\))**: Determines how far (in terms of PoW weight) an attacker can fall behind until she adopts the public chain, i.e., \(w_a \leq w_h - ad\). In our simulation, we test for \(ad \in \{0, ..., 6 \cdot d_k\}\).
- **Override condition (\(o\))**: Defines how long the attacker waits to reveal the secret chain and override the public chain, i.e., how close the gap between \(w_a\) and \(w_h\) is allowed to become: \(w_a > w_h + o\), tested for \(o \in \{0, ..., 6 \cdot d_k\}\).
- **Published weight (\(p\))**: Determines how much of the secret chain the attacker is willing to publish, when overriding

---

10Using the block attribution technique introduced in [23], we measured the largest mining pool in Bitcoin constitutes approximately 30% of the overall mining power between February and March 2018

11Note that overriding is only feasible if \(w_a \geq w_h\).
The public chain, tested for $p \in [1, ..., 2 \cdot d_k, \forall l]$. Note that this value must be viewed as a “target”, as in some constellations the order of key and sub-blocks in the secret chain may require the attacker to publish more weight than defined by $p$.

Thereby, the values used as upper and lower bounds for the parametrization of the tested strategies are thereby selected based on the results and discussion of existing research work [17], [44], [34]. Each performed simulation run again consists of 100,000 blocks.

A first observation is the varying profitability of attack triggers, depending on the attacker’s hash rate. As such, an attacker with 47.5% of the overall computational power achieves the highest revenue gains by constantly attempting to perform attacks. However, a miner with 30% can achieve near-optimal following a more careful and less detectable strategy, such as key block triggered selfish mining. As such, the best observed stubborn mining strategy for an attacker with 25% hash rate is based on the minimal revenue attack trigger.

A visualization of the effects of the attack parameters $ad$, $o$, and $p$ on the relative revenue of the attacker are presented in Figure 7. As can be seen, a miner controlling a significant portion of the overall hash rate is incentivised to perform stubborn mining attacks, i.e., continue attacking even when falling behind (trail stubborn mining) and wait longer for the honest miners to catch up before overriding the public chain (lead stubborn mining), as already pointed out in [34]. The weight published from the secret, however, does not seem to significantly impact the effectiveness of attacks.

12Optimal when compared to the simulated problem space. The existence of even more effective strategies cannot be excluded.
In Table III we summarize the most effective selfish/stubborn mining strategies measured during our simulations and compare them to Eyal and Sirer's selfish mining strategy (SM1) [17], as well as Sapirshtein et al.'s optimal strategy (\(\epsilon\)-OPT) [44]. A first observation is the notable effect of the Flux adoption rate on the feasibility of attacks. For 100% adoption, selfish/stubborn mining is less effective than currently in Bitcoin, especially for attackers controlling significant portions of the computational power. Interestingly, under the presence of legacy miners controlling a significant portion of the overall hash rate, an adversary following Flux protocol rules appears to outperform selfish mining strategies in Bitcoin. We note, however, that we have so far not acquired exact numerical values for Nayak et al.'s stubborn mining strategies in Bitcoin. The later, however, have been shown to outperform standard selfish mining by up to 25%. Hence, we expect the comparison of stubborn mining in Bitcoin with and without Flux protocol rules to be similar as the observations made for standard selfish mining.

Summarizing, we have performed a first analysis of the effectiveness of selfish and stubborn mining strategies under the Flux protocol extension, which suggest that the introduction of subchains with an alternative reward distribution scheme and the heaviest chain branch selection policy could contribute towards improving the robustness of Bitcoin against adversarial strategies.

V. OUTFUTURE WORK

Up until now we have primarily outlined Flux as a protocol upgrade mechanism to reduce the block interval of Bitcoin-like cryptocurrencies. However, the velvet fork concept and general framework for protocol updates outlined in Flux is not necessarily limited to this particular goal. In [48] Sompolinsky et al. propose a new Greedy Heaviest-Observed Sub-Tree (GHOST) algorithm for selecting what is considered the best chain by (honest) miners upon which they will mine new blocks. Such a mechanism is in particular beneficial to high block creation rates, however Sompolinsky et al. outline that increasing this rate in Bitcoin would require a hard fork in the protocol and therefore the acceptance of a majority of the mining power. We have shown that the Flux protocol allows decreasing the block interval without necessitating hard or soft forks, and hence the question of whether GHOST or other protocol improvement proposals could also be deployed in this manner is naturally raised. A modified variant of GHOST has been successfully implemented in Ethereum [13], thereby introducing rewards for pruned blocks. Hence, instead of simply relying on Bitcoin’s longest-chain rule, a variant of GHOST similar to that of Ethereum could be implemented in
Fig. 7. Visualization of the correlation between different adopt conditions $a_d$ (a), override conditions $a_o$ (b) and, published weights $p$ (c) and attacker’s revenue for 100% and 50% Flux adoption ($\epsilon = 0$ and $\epsilon = 0.5$ respectively). Results sampled from simulations of 100,000 blocks each.

Table III. Summary of best performing selfish/stubborn mining strategies sampled from simulations of 100,000 blocks each with $\gamma = 0$ for different Flux adoption rates, compared to existing selfish mining strategies in Bitcoin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attacker’s Hash Rate</th>
<th>Legacy Hash Rate</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
<th>Flux Strategy Parametrization</th>
<th>Bitcoin Selfish Mining</th>
<th>$\epsilon$-OPT [44]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$a_d$</td>
<td>$a_f$</td>
<td>1-20, ALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.25188</td>
<td>0.30268 10.0 minimal revenue 0.0 always 0.0</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.32114</td>
<td>0.36448 9.0 always 0.0</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.60337</td>
<td>0.93796 90 60.0 always 0.0</td>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>0.78254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These selfish mining strategies are only considered feasible with hash rate portions beyond 30% in Bitcoin.
†We simulate attacks performed by a 47.5% Flux selfish miner only under 30% legacy miner hash rate, as using 50% would assume the very unlikely case where nearly all Flux miners are a single malicious entity.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented Flux, a velvet fork extension for proof-of-work blockchains, which is based on the concepts of near blocks and sub-chains and an improved new branch selection policy. Flux can facilitate faster and better estimates if particular transactions will be eventually included in the main chain through its transaction processing mechanism. Furthermore, Flux introduces an alternative reward distribution mechanism, thereby reducing the payout variance of participating miners compared to the legacy protocol. We have performed an initial simulation analysis of selfish mining, the results of which suggest Flux is capable of yielding selfish and stubborn mining strategies less feasible.
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**APPENDIX A**

**MDP-BASED SECURITY MODELING**

In this section we present some initial results of the work-in-progress modeling effort to represent selfish mining attacks using a Markov Decision Process (MDP), similar to [44], [34], [21]. State transitions occur each time a key or a sub-block is found, according to the probabilities defined in Table IV-C.

**A. Notation**

Each state is defined by the tuple \((w_a, w_b, u, k, w_k, \text{fork, last})\), consisting of the following variables:

- \(w_a\) - Proof-of-work "weight" of the attacker’s secret chain, i.e., the sum of products of sub- and key-block PoW difficulties: \(w_a = \sum_{d=0}^{k_a} d_k + \sum_{s=0}^{s_a} d_s\), where \(k_a\) is the number of key blocks and \(s_a\) is the number of sub-blocks present in the attacker’s secret chain.
Table IV. The transition and reward matrices for selfish mining attacks under Flux protocol rules. We use - instead of fork and last to express that in the current state the value of the respective is irrelevant or remains unchanged. For simplicity, we only track the relative reward earned by the attacker.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State x Action</th>
<th>Resulting State</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Reward (in block reward)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \((w_a, w_b, u_a, k_a, u_k, \cdot, \cdot)\), adopt | \((d_s, 0, 0, 0, 0, \text{irrelevant, sub})\) | \(\alpha_s\) | \(\begin{pmatrix} w_a \\ \\
\vspace{0.5cm} w_b \\
\vspace{0.5cm} w_k \\
\vspace{0.5cm} (u_a + w_b) \\
\vspace{0.5cm} (u_k + w_b) \\
\vspace{0.5cm} (u_k + w_b) \\
\end{pmatrix}\) |
| \((u_a, u_b, u_k, k_a, w_k, \cdot, \cdot, \text{sub})\), override\(^1\) | \((d_s, 0, 0, \alpha + \max(w_a - w_k, 0), 0, 0, \text{irrelevant, sub})\) | \(\alpha_s\) | \(\begin{pmatrix} \alpha & 0 \\ \\
\vspace{0.5cm} (\alpha + w_k + w_k) \\
\vspace{0.5cm} (\alpha + w_k + w_k) \\
\vspace{0.5cm} (\alpha + w_k + w_k) \\
\end{pmatrix}\) |
| \((u_a, u_b, u_k, k_a, w_k, \cdot, \cdot, \text{key})\), override\(^2\) | \((d_s, 0, 0, 0, 0, \text{irrelevant, sub})\) | \(\alpha_s\) | \(\begin{pmatrix} \alpha \\ \\
\vspace{0.5cm} \alpha \\
\vspace{0.5cm} \alpha \\
\end{pmatrix}\) |
| \((u_a, u_b, u_k, k_a, w_k, \cdot, \text{irrelevant, })\), wait | \((u_a + d_k, w_k, w_k, k_a, w_k, \cdot, \text{irrelevant, sub})\) | \(\alpha_s\) | \(\begin{pmatrix} \alpha \\ \\
\vspace{0.5cm} \alpha \\
\vspace{0.5cm} \alpha \\
\end{pmatrix}\) |
| \((u_a, u_b, u_k, k_a, w_k, \cdot, \text{relevant, })\), match\(^3\) | \((u_a + d_k, w_k, w_k, k_a, w_k, \cdot, \text{active, sub})\) | \(\alpha_s\) | \(\begin{pmatrix} \alpha \\ \\
\vspace{0.5cm} \alpha \\
\vspace{0.5cm} \alpha \\
\end{pmatrix}\) |

\(^1\) Only feasible if \(w_a > w_b\)
\(^2\) Only feasible if \(w_a \geq w_k\)

- \(w_h\) - Proof-of-work "weight" of the honest miner’s public chain. Analogous to the attacker’s chain, \(w_h = \sum_{i=0}^{k_h} d_k + \sum_{i=0}^{s_k} d_s\), where \(k_h\) is the number of key blocks and \(s_k\) is the number of sub-blocks present in the public chain.

- **fork** - Provides information on the previously mined block and hence, relevant for the attacker’s decision process. Can be one of:
  - **irrelevant** - The last block was found by the attacker, hence match is not feasible
  - **relevant** - The last block was found by the honest network, match is feasible if \(w_a \geq w_h\)
  - **active** - The attacker has performed a match action and a publicly visible fork is ongoing. Depending on \(\gamma\), the honest network will either extend the public chain or the attacker’s now public fork.

- **last** - Defines whether the last block found by the attacker was a key or a sub-block. This is relevant for the attacker’s decision process, as owning a key-block on the private chain provides a significant advantage above the honest miners (key block triggered attack).
  - **sub** - denotes that the last block found by the attacker was a sub-block
  - **key** - denotes that the last block found by the attacker was a key-block

- \(u_h\) - Unpaid sub-blocks in terms of PoW (invertible) of the attacker. Since rewards are only distributed once a key block is found and are dependent on the number of sub-blocks in a subchain (i.e., we cannot predict the exact reward until a key block closes a subchain), it is necessary to track how much PoW how many sub-blocks of the attacker’s secret chain have already been accepted by the honest miners and hence will be rewarded.

- \(k_a\) - Number of key block in the attacker’s secret chain.

- \(w_k\) - Proof-of-work weight of the part of the attacker’s chain, which will be rewarded instantly in case of a successful override, i.e., payouts already confirmed in key blocks. Both \(k_a\) and \(w_k\) are necessary to determine how much reward the attacker will receive instantly and how much will be paid later, as only knowing the number of key blocks gives no information on the actual PoW weight of the chain, and vice versa.

1) **Actions**: Adversary Alice may perform the following actions when finding a block:

- **Adopt** - Always feasible. The attacker discards her secret chain and adopts the public chain of the honest miners, receiving no rewards.

- **Override** - Only feasible if \(w_a > w_k\). The attacker publishes her secret chain and triggers a chain reorganization, after which the honest miners will accept the secret chain. Depending if the attacker performed this action after finding a key or sub-block, rewards are either paid instantly, or delayed to the next key block on the now public chain.

- **Wait** - Always feasible. The attacker ignores the public chain and continues to mine blocks on her secret chain.

- **Match** - Only feasible if \(w_a \geq w_k\). After the honest
miners have found a key or sub-block, the attacker publishes a block of the same PoW weight for the same height. Note: the attacker must have had the block ready before the triggering event on the public chain. Otherwise, the honest miners will have accepted the block on the public chain before the attacker can react.

2) Restrictions: In order to model the selfish mining attack problem under variable block weights (which implicitly affects the paid rewards) using a MDP, we must introduce limitations to the state space, given that Markov Chains cannot easily capture the order of occurred events, i.e., the ordering of key and sub-blocks:

- When performing an override action, the attacker always published her entire secret chain.

A possible workaround would be to store the type of the last $N$ blocks in additional variables. However, as the state space increases exponentially with each additional tracked variable, we do not consider this a feasible approach. As such, it is unfortunately not feasible to model more complex adversarial strategies, such as stubborn mining [34] using MDPs under variable block weights.